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Let your tenants manage their 
own locks so you can focus on 
locking systems in communal 
areas instead.

Simplify your apartment visiting 
processes, handovers to new 
tenants, spare keys, etc. by 
using electronic keys in the form 
of key tags or codes.

Eliminate costly cylinder  
replacement, disable lost keys 
and create new ones instead.

Simplify life and increase  
security for your tenants.

An ASSA ABLOY Group brand

Yale Doorman simplifies the administration of apartment 
locks in your property and makes life easier for your 
tenants.
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YALE, with its unique global reach and range of 
products, is the world’s favorite lock – the preferred 
solution for securing your home, family and personal 
belongings.

ASSA ABLOY is the global leader in door opening 
solutions, dedicated to satisfying end-user needs for 
security, safety and convenience.

www.yale.se

Applications and user benefits for property ow-
ners and apartment block administrators:

• Large reduction of key administration since apart-
ment tenants manage their own locks, such as 
registering and disabling their electronic keys.

– Example. If an apartment tenant needs an extra 
key, he/she buys a key tag and registers it to their 
own lock. In other words, there is no need to involve 
the property owner or locksmith at all – apart from 
buying a key tag from the locksmith.

– Example. If someone loses a key tag, it can easily 
be disabled by the apartment tenant him/her self. 
A new key tag is then registered by the apartment 
tenant themself. No need to replace the lock cylin-
der, or order a new system key as with mechanical 
locks.

• There is no need to hand over a physical key in 
order for an administrator to enter an apartment. The 
apartment tenant can arrange a temporary code that 
applies for only 24 hours instead, and is then auto-
matically disabled. If the apartment tenant forgets to 
arrange a temporary code, then the ordinary code 
can be given over the phone, since the tenant can 
easily change the code when he/she gets home. 
This possibility is not available with, for instance, key 
tubes or other ways of transferring physical keys. 

• When changing apartments, the transfer of keys 
can be performed without physically exchanging 
key tags. The code can be left instead, and then 
be changed by the new tenant when they move 
in. If the key tags are not transferred, then the new 
apartment tenant just registers new key tags when 
they move in.

• Does not require cable runs or broadband.

• The same electronic key can be used for both 
property and apartment, by using several different 
combi-cards.

• Scalable when reducing or increasing properties.

Product features:

• Specially developed for harsh Scandinavia weather 
conditions. Withstands cold, heat, snow and rain, 
as well as dirt and sand. IP classified to IP55. UV-
protected surface that withstands sun and moisture 
over long periods.

• Fire tested to EI30.

• Fits most Scandinavian-style front doors without 
requiring machining or door adjustment. Suits doors 
from 40 to 88 mm thick. The lock is symmetrical and 
can be mounted on both right- and left-hung doors 
using ASSA 1487 strike.

• Powered by 4 AA batteries. If the batteries run 
down, you can always gain entrance by holding a 
9V battery against contacts on the outside and then 
unlock with the electronic key.

• Spoken instructions in Swedish, Norwegian, Danish 
and English as well as a guide light for installing and 
operating.

• Available in white, black and silver.

Operation:

• Key tag based on RFID 6 digit code.  
Remote radio control.

• A sensor in the lock ensures optimum function  
and information for the user.

• Hook bolt couples the lock and frame together  
for highest strength.

• Possible to lock using gone-away function from  
the outside, preventing door from being opened 
from the inside.

• Can be opened from the inside without  
being powered.

• Open with Smartphone using Verisure and Aptus 
(not included).

An ASSA ABLOY Group brand


